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Kathleen Pierce

Say

Falling in a warm way

through all-day dusk not so unlike

the all-day sucker, flat, ribboned, coiled,

that she begged for as a child,

a rain continues

that waits for nothing, expects nothing, 

deserves nothing.
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Empirical

From then on, thanks kept pouring in, 

Odysseus lame and old. 

Behind, to my waist, to my wrists, 

still hang the thoughts I wove, as when

the clear-winged moth appeared in front of me, 

a body fastened to nothing, neither contentment

nor contention as embellishment, threaded so

as to strike the mind of air and go, 

or fold, so as to stay. 
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At Folds

One sat. One stood behind the chair.

Through the garden window

they saw two fly down to bathe. 

Both watched each lift one wing

to its limit with the breast exposed. 

Each to its kind, with water, hit by light.

    *

I still can hear my sister speak. 

Who sewed these flowers onto 

this yellow silk? 

    *

Friends had found each other’s body in 

the water

sweet. Iced water in brass cups had 

been brought to them, 

water made remote by brass cups, like 

fracture brought

to a mirror brought outside. 
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    *

A needle, entered, promises

entering and pulling to a close.

The dead, the dreamed of  

all the same unfold

    *

open on different sides

open to the same side

    *

One watches 

the other, the other 

looks away

    *

but with water hit by light. 
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August

Should intention be the thread

each morning seems the one eye for, and should the thread 

go slack, a longing to wait and see can overtake

the long-rehearsed longing to clarify, until 

waiting for the next astonishment

returns again, almost enough, 

a panting mockingbird held outside to 

a bedroom window screen with its own feet,

gone through all its tracks, its open beak

turned toward another kind of radiance

the air conditioned room gives to the glass, 

not hot. It’s hot everywhere but here, is what

we think it thinks, the meshwork in its throat

another kind of screen, a scrim, another kind

of honeycomb. You sing. I’m tired of singing. All songs

are sweet. Time ruins everything. 
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Bound to Lower

Crescent moon. Knife

over meat. One hand raised like that, 

sure, but the

other hand – which things are its things? 

Lion in Eden, 

crouched between him and her, 

why didn’t you, why didn’t you

before the word fell out

spring up

flower
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Bobby Rich

Kingdom Animelia

You learned to smile  with  your teeth because

you   are   a    subject   of   kingdom   animalia. 

Someone  once  said   this  is  how you express 

yourself,  burying   your  wavering  confidence 

under  a  visage   colored  with  g eniality   and 

carnivorous   anxiety.   And   though  you may 

dream   of   your   teeth   plucking   themselves 

free from your  pink  gum  bed  and  going  on

to  live  storied  and  successful   lives   without 

you,  still  you  display  them  as  a  badge  that 

proves    your    membership,    beast     among 

beasts,  just  as  confused  as  everyone else, all 

gathered  and  costumed  and  clinging  to   an  

ideology  that  says  we  may   build   ourselves 

into  something   more   than   what   we   have 

always been.
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Forty-Year Stare

We   crawl  as  elephants  and  find each other

meek,  speechless.  As  bears  we  grow  fat  in 

the  cold,  and  as crabs you find gravel grit in 

my  infections.  You lead our exercise to shed 

all-too-familiar  dead  skin.  A  dog  that  is  a 

lion  that  is  a cloud lays between us, panting 

softly  as   she   falls   asleep,   with   shed   fur 

blanketing  the carpet as fog. I say everything 

is  a  game  and  so  we  play, apes scrambling 

sideways,  trying  to  stand  upright and think 

forty  years  ahead   of   ourselves.   This   is  a 

game  to lose, this race to be a natural human

being,  organic hologram pleading its solidity 

across  a universe made of measured illusion, 

predictable        inconsistency,        convenient 

anomaly.    A    place    made    of   verbs   like

spaghettification.  Let’s  project  ourselves,  so 

known and so strange.  Oh  honeybee,  let  us 

grow unnatural together.
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 Lai stood beneath the sun in the vegetable patch, watching the three arched backs 
crouched among the rows. She swayed, and sweat gathered on her brow. The woman stood 
and shouted something at her. Lai wasn’t sure what the words were, but she knew what 
they meant: get back to work. Bending, she vomited onto the soft earth for the second 
time that day. She used the back of her hand to wipe her mouth, kicked soil over the wet-
ness and muttered, “I hate you.”
 In the evening they ate separately; first her husband with his parents, then Lai, 
alone. Her husband sat with her and, as always, he tried to reassure her. “Give them time,” 
he said. “They will like you.” 
 He said other things besides, but she couldn’t follow. The words in his mouth were 
too strange, too thick in her ears. 
 After dinner, Lai washed the dishes outside. The parents sat with their son again 
now that she was gone, and she could feel their heavy words falling on her back, running 
over the ground, mud meeting mud. She held the tip of a knife close to her belly, willing 
herself to press, to plunge. She tensed, could not somehow, as if tied. A lump clogged her 
throat.
 In bed she felt her husband’s hands on her. “We could make mother and father 
happy.” 
 She pushed him away. “Not tonight,” she said. “I’m sick.” 
 He fell asleep then while she kept her eyes open to the darkness. The bed felt like a 
stone slab floating in cold space. 
 You cannot wait.
 Desperately, she gripped the matting. She turned her head and tried to make out 
the dresser’s outline in the gloom. She couldn’t, but she sensed its presence, its shape, and 
as her eyes groped for it, she too fell asleep.
 The cockerels woke them. Lai lay still and kept her back turned to the movement 
in the room. She had wet her face and neck with spit, and made her body tremble. 
 Her husband said, “She’s sick. Let her rest.” 
 Angry words then from the man and woman, many sounds, one above all that she 
understood: lazy. She felt a hand shove her in the back, grumbling. Eventually she heard 
them all preparing to leave, then the door swung shut. She waited for a moment then leapt 

Dominic Blewett

The Ledge
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out of bed and pressed an eye against a crack in the door, her breath coming quick, shal-
low. Three backs shrank along the path. 
 Not yet.
 She watched until they were out of sight.
 Go.
 Go now.
 Lai dressed and threw a hairbrush, a change of clothes, and a toothbrush into a 
bag. Her fingers scrabbled behind the stove for the key no one knew she’d seen hidden 
there. Then she stood in front of the dresser, holding onto the wood as her head whirled. 
The key jittered around the lock before it slid in. At the back of drawer lay a thin, heavy 
box and, inside this, a thick bundle of yuan tied with rubber bands. She counted off some 
notes, stuffed them in her bag, and put the rest of the money back. She looked at the door, 
hesitating before opening it. Then, as she stepped out into the early sunlight she felt a 
pressing weightlessness and stopped, her breath failing for an instant. It was now she knew 
that if she didn’t find her way she would be more lost than ever, further enclosed by the 
suffocating vastness, buried deeper in the soil.
 She walked quickly, seeing only the path, hearing nothing. Her heart raced. 
Crouched and groaning, she threw up on the grass at the side of the road. A mute breeze 
moved the leaves. Time contracted, stretched. There was no shade, the sun shone on her. 
She felt naked, wanted to climb into herself, to hide deep inside what needed hiding. 
 A bus wobbled towards her in the distance. She waved it down and climbed on, 
breathing heavily. Almost as an afterthought, as the bus pulled away, she asked the driver 
in a voice that came from outside of her, “Shiwu?” 
 He nodded, looking at her out of eyes narrowed by cigarette smoke, then turned 
away. The smoke caught in her nose and she almost gagged. Holding her breath and swal-
lowing, Lai swayed up the aisle and found an empty seat. 
 Although she was next to the aisle, the window seemed right up against her, the 
neighbour in between too slight. The bus and its passengers felt insubstantial, transparent, 
while she was too solid, too visible. As if she alone was being carried on rolling wheels 
around the curves. Lai stared at the back of the headrest in front of her, and pushed her 
body back in the seat. She stayed like this until she felt pain in her shoulders, then forced 
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herself to relax slightly. But she kept looking straight ahead, not once looking to the side. 
 A hand tapped her on the arm and she started. Sound slammed in: the rattle of 
the engine, voices. A bundle of curled, dirty banknotes appeared in front of her nose. Lai 
rummaged in her bag and paid the boy.
 Each time the bus pulled into a station she strained to see if the symbols were the 
same as those on her paper. But her pencil marks looked nothing like the things on the 
signs, and she had to ask a neighbouring passenger or the boy, “Shiwu? Shiwu?” 
 “No,” they said. Eventually the boy looked at her and shouted, “Shiwu!” then some-
thing else, and there was laughter among the passengers. Lai hurried along the aisle as the 
bus slowed, skin hot, avoiding their eyes. She stepped out and the bus roared away.
 They’ll know you are gone by now.
 They will be looking.
 They could be on their way.
 Lai’s breath faltered. She looked around, willed herself to approach a man leaning 
against a minibus parked close by. She pointed at the second word on her paper. 
 “No,” he said. “Not here.” 
 “Where?” she replied. 
 He pointed across the parking area and jerked his hand to the left. She tried to ask 
for more but couldn’t get the words to fit. He waved his hand at her and walked away. Next 
she approached a woman selling snacks and drinks from a low wooden trolley, pointed at 
her paper. 
 “No,” the woman said. “Not here.” 
 Many more sounds, but Lai understood none of them. She felt the heat rising 
again. It was lunchtime. They would have returned home from the fields to an empty 
house. 
 They are coming.
 Lai walked in the direction the man had pointed. She turned left out of the bus 
station and into a market area. Raw meat, fish, rotting vegetables; the smells forced bile to 
her throat and she put her fingers to it. The sellers started shouting at her and it sounded 
like her name. She felt as though her skin had turned inside out, and on this rawness a 
patch of displaced air, as if a hand was about to fall on her shoulder. Her legs shook. She 
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found a moto-taxi, showed the driver her paper, and they took off through the market, 
splashing through puddles of oily water, and entered a wide, dusty street. Huge grey slabs 
of buildings on all sides. Giant, incomprehensible signs everywhere, a disorienting jumble 
of shapes. This, she remembered, was the way she had arrived, her arms wrapped tightly 
around a man she had trusted, a man she had loved. Now she leaned back, away from this 
stranger, ready to jump off if she needed to. Another wave of nausea threatened to over-
come her. Lai swallowed it down and listened to the strain of the small engine.
 She awoke at night with a start. Through the window the darkened road rolled 
away under blots of lamplight. She dimly remembered getting on this bus. There had been 
confusion, but insistence from the man with the motorbike. “Yes, yes, this.” Now Lai really 
began to worry she was going the wrong way and cursed herself for falling asleep. Every 
place looked the same, with no way of knowing what they were called until you got there, 
no one to trust. Though the air inside the bus was cool, Lai was bathed in sweat. Some-
thing touched her feet, making her jump. She looked down and saw a half-empty bottle of 
water. She lifted her legs and it rolled away with a rhythmical rumble. Lai looked around. 
The woman in the seat next to her cracked sunflower seeds between her teeth and a pile of 
shells gathered on the floor. A man snored with his head thrown back. The passenger on 
the other side of him looked at her, his pupils glittering in the dark. Lai wiped her face and 
the back of her neck with a tissue and willed herself not to close her eyes. She took out her 
toothbrush and chewed at the bristles, woke up again surprised, the brush hanging from 
her lips.
 The bus was empty. She stood, blinking and rubbing her face. Through the win-
dows she could see other buses parked close by, their colours dull in the faint grey light of 
early morning. She stepped out and walked towards the building. In the distance, a finger 
of sun touched the dawn clouds. 
 Lai wandered through the station. It was too bright here. Too many faces. Too 
many eyes. She bought some sticky rice wrapped in a banana leaf and ate it crouched 
under a set of stairs. If only she could move with more ease, faster. Out there they all know 
each other, all speak to each other, help each other go quickly. She could hear their ques-
tions – Where is she? Have you seen? Which way? Like knuckles on doors, rippling down 
the dawn wind, spreading towards her, closer and closer. The food wouldn’t stay down; she 
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left what she brought up wrapped in the banana leaf under the stairs.
 Lai joined one of the ticket queues. Arriving at the front she asked the face behind 
the glass, “Tianwei?” 
 The woman in the booth waved her arms, let out a torrent of mud and signaled for 
the next customer, who shouldered Lai out of the way. She elbowed her way back in and 
showed the woman her piece of paper. More mud, more laughter, both the woman and the 
customer. 
 Suppressing tears, Lai left the building. Her limbs felt heavy enough to drag her 
into the ground. She circled the block, sometimes scurrying, sometimes counting her 
steps to stay slow. As the sky lightened, shutters on shop doors rolled up along the street, 
like eyelids opening. Their eyes scanned the street, looking for her, while the voices crowd-
ed in on her, asking, breathing, like a wind at her back. 
 They are coming.
 Someone grabbed her arm. Lai turned and was faced with a woman clothed in the 
indigo dress she wore herself before she came here. Lai’s breath caught in her throat. The 
woman said something that she didn’t understand. Lai clenched her fists, remembering 
the darkening, remembering the ground falling away; of knowing what one of her own 
people, one she loved, could do to her. Looking at the woman, she knew she was in dan-
ger. It could happen again. It could happen now. 
 Sensing Lai’s confusion, the woman switched to their native tongue and asked, 
“Could you help me with something?”
 Lai opened her mouth, closed it.
 The woman’s grip tightened. “Are you deaf? I know you can understand me.”
 Lai wrenched her arm free and ran. The woman shouted after her. She saw more 
and more of her own people. Perhaps this meant that she was close, but it didn’t mean she 
was safe and she shrank from them. On a corner she found a moto-taxi. She thrust her 
paper at him and he motioned for her to mount behind him. The engine spluttered to life 
and they sped off. Again she leaned back, away from the driver, alert beneath her exhaus-
tion, tensed. 
 Any building, any doorway could be the one. She couldn’t recall exactly what it 
had looked like, hadn’t thought it was in any way significant until she had been taken else-
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where, after it had dawned on her that Tuam had been gone for too long, that perhaps he 
hadn’t gone to fetch his uncle, and later, that he wasn’t coming back. 
 The woman he’d said was his aunt, the woman she was drinking tea with, had 
gradually turned cold, disinterested, then instructed her to go with an older man who 
had just arrived, to meet Tuam and his uncle in a neighbouring town. Lai had managed to 
convince herself then that he’d probably got carried away like he sometimes did, drinking 
with the men, and had lost track of time, lost track of her. How could he? She would give 
him a piece of her mind.
 But she would have to keep that piece of her mind to herself. She too became lost 
as she was driven along narrow roads that wound through fields and villages. The motion 
of the car made her stomach roll and she had to close her eyes. When they reached the un-
cle’s house, Tuam was not there. Frightened, she asked where he was and the man laughed 
and said, “Which one do you mean? I know many Tuams.”
 There was another girl in the room he locked her into. A girl with a harelip who 
told her she didn’t know how long she’d been there. A girl whose face was blotchy from 
crying. Lai felt her own tears coming and fought them back. She would not waste energy 
on weakness. She would concentrate, notice everything that happened to her, and not get 
fooled again. Tears would only blind her, and she spent the first nights of her imprison-
ment trying to reverse the blindness she was already afflicted with, trying to swim up from 
the depths of the pitiful love that had put her here.
 It was not as if she hadn’t been warned. Her best friend Tsu had asked her if she 
couldn’t find a better man. She’d heard things about him, rumours about how he earned a 
living. People talked. But that was it, Tuam said, just talk: gossip.
 “Their lives are boring,” he said, “so they make stuff up.”
 He had no secrets, he told her, at least not from her. He traded across the border – 
tools, textiles, grain – whatever fetched a good price. True, he sold opium to tourists, but 
that was fake so he couldn’t get in trouble for it, and he didn’t smoke it himself anymore. 
Anything else people said about him she should know better than to believe. 
 In any case, she had only half an ear turned to the warnings. Lai had never thought 
someone like Tuam would be interested in her. Other girls were more interesting, more 
modern. Other girls drank and played pool, not her. She admired him. The way he seemed 
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slightly set apart, how his world seemed to expand further than the other men, the hints 
that it contained experiences theirs never would. She was a little afraid of him. So when he 
approached her she began to shake, was still shaking on the back of his motorbike as they 
hurtled along the mountain roads, shook still more as they sat beside one another on a 
smooth, flat rock jutting out from the mountainside. She blamed it on the cold. 
 “It’s summer,” he said.
 Out on that ledge her love was born. On evenings watching far-off tendrils of 
smoke rise from the terraces, and small yellow dots of lamp and firelight appear on the 
other side of the valley, she listened to his stories, eyes searching his or fixed to the small 
scar beneath his left eye. When night fell she would lie back and watch the slow wheel of 
the stars, terrified and exhilarated by the turn her life had taken; by the sense of a dark, 
fathomless abyss beneath her, as if she were floating at the edge of the world.
 But this was not what she wanted to think about. She needed to remember the bad 
things. His drinking. His sudden fits of temper. His ease with other girls, Paaj in partic-
ular; dancing, giggling Paaj. How he would disappear for days on end. These she would 
cling to. These, and the feeling that he had come towards her, arms out as if for an em-
brace, and pushed her from the ledge. They were rungs on the ladder she would use to pull 
herself up.
 The following day the man and a different woman took her and the hare-lipped 
girl to a hotel room. A middle-aged Chinese couple was waiting for them. Almost im-
mediately they pointed at Lai, and the other girl began to cry. The man took out a wad of 
notes and handed them to the man who was not Tuam’s uncle. He and the woman count-
ed and re-counted them. Lai looked at the four bodies between her and the door, and 
thought of Tuam and the many ways in which she would like to kill him.

*
 They approached a river, red-brown and oozing. Above it the bridge, a small 
wooden boat crawling below. Lai’s heart lurched. She paid the driver and walked down to 
the bank, forcing herself not to run. 
 Over on the opposite side she saw signs on the buildings and understood them. 
She looked at them for a moment then turned and stood with her back to the water to 
watch the other passengers arrive. She heard the knock and splash of the boat landing be-
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hind her, voices speaking her language as they filed past. Lai stepped onto the boat and sat 
facing away from her homeland, hardly breathing, staring up the path, unblinking, expect-
ing a running figure to appear, for that figure to grow in size, to try to drag her back onto 
land. She couldn’t swim, but she was willing to drown trying. The boatman chatted with a 
friend on the bank. The world seemed to pulse with each thud of her heart. 
 Stop talking. 
 Finally he climbed in, unmoored, and began to row them across. The bank receded 
and the world fell silent. Swamped by a sudden tiredness, Lai wanted to close her eyes, but 
she willed them to stay open wide. She sat, knuckles white on her knees, making sure the 
place she’d left kept getting further away and didn’t suddenly come closer. 
 Midway, a deep and sudden darkness fell over the boat, and without thinking, Lai 
slid her hands over her belly. Panicked, she looked around, saw that it was just a block of 
shadow thrown by the bridge. Then the dark lifted and they moved back into the bright. 
Lai’s hands stayed where they were.
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Carl Boon

Clara with Lentil Soup

Clara wants to make me happy. 

I am her father but also a foreigner,

and as we pass the Faculty 

of Education “where Mommy works”

and the monument of stone 

“where all the taxis are” we decide

this summer we must go to America.

“I am an American,” she says, “I was born

on a Wednesday on Newberry Road.”

In the parking lot 

of North Central Florida Regional

Medical Center I paced past midnight

until she came, a bloody little thing,

a crier, and altogether whole

of flesh and black of eye.

And now she whispers as if the Turks

might understand, “I want to eat pig

and see the fireworks on July 4th.

I want to hold nice dogs.” But first 

we must eat something right here,

right now. We are hungry. So Clara

orders lentil soup and I ezogelin 

and we watch the woman 

in the corner of the restauarant

shovel bread into her plastic bag.
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She will not be going

to America this summer. She will not

be going anywhere except home,

which is unhappy and unpainted, cold,

even though it’s 63 degrees Fahrenheit

this January day in Izmir. 

As we wait for the bill, I want to tell

Clara about bread and wine and Jesus,

but it all seems distant, weird, 

and how would she understand 

that kind of death and life forever,

the Sacrament, the human plunge 

into eternity? It is twenty lira exactly

and I put two down for the tip,

thinking how small she is,

and imprecise about the world and me,

an American father in Turkey. We wait

for the Gaziemir bus and we are tired.

We walked thirteen blocks and now

we must go home. She has homework

to do and I the harder questions

of why we’re here and what might happen

if we’re not. I buy a beer from Umut’s

and for her a peach iced tea and we float,

almost strangers, almost not the man

and girl we were this morning.
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I remember the white birch trees sighing and bending over

In homage as they grasped for more air to escape from

The spongy ground – a world of ants and worms.  The

Underbrush of an unknown domain yards away

From the house where we hibernated and ate berries

And crackers and we did the dog thing lying on our backs

With our paws half bent at the wrist and our tongues

Hanging out of the side of our mouths. The birch

Trees brought shade and a kind of philosophy of life

In those mountain resorts that once

were the hills surrounding

The coal mines where you earned what you could

And came home to the kitchen with black soot and wet boots

And washed your hands and face at the outside faucet

Before coming through the screen door

And putting your lunch pail on the butcher block

And wanting a beer or a shot or anything

To forget the darkness and the water dripping

And the rats roaming over the tracks,

Knowing you should go to sleep between the sobs

Of the church bells that toll into midnight

And break the dreams, and harden the lungs.

Tim Gavin

LOVE POEM XIII
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I wasn’t the one who cut the animals in half

And used pigeons to scatter the turkey vultures;

Nor was I the one who walked through the bloody

Tissue and bone with the one lung still ballooned

And the one heart still beating and the boiling pot

And burning torch on the other side waiting for

You to cut through the carcass with your own

Knife – the one you filed and sharpened

And honed with the leather strap,

The one you lifted high in the sky,

Waiting for the angel to hold your wrist,

Waiting for the angel to free your frenzy.

LOVE POEM XIX
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At Emerald Lakes in 1977 I battled with beasts

And ended up walking through bodies with flies

Buzzing about the faces at the picnic tables

And I notice now a spider spinning its silk from

One socket to another and then a strand to the vertebrae

Giving the center a firm hold and once a year

I return and experience the horror of death

And the dogs pick at the ribs and the ants

Harvest the sinew and marrow and the tracks –

There are tracks leading from the woods

To this mangled foot that sits useless

And now I know the exhaustion of animals

As they spend their time in remorse

At what could have been. I weep at the tattered

Clothes decaying on the pelvis and the fur

Still clinging to the femur and self-pity

Invades my thoughts as I could see these bones

Once full of muscle and flesh and skin

Sprinting through the woods

To take a drink in the lake bending over

At the bank remembering other cold bodies.

LOVE POEM XXXII
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 In the wild open west, flakes keep falling
Like myriad baby angels knocked down from Paradise 

      Blurring the landscape behind the vision
Hunting each consonant trying to rise above

The ground. The day is brighter, lighter &
      Softer than the feel. Soon there will be

         Dirty prints leading to everywhere (or nowhere)
& no one will care how the whole world will collapse
             In blasphemy. The missing cat won’t come to 

            Trespass the lawn, nor will the daffodil bloom

To catch a flake drifting astray. Nobody bothers even to think
         About where the season is held up on its way back, how
               The fishes are agitating under the pressure of wintry 

         Water, why people wish to see more and more snow 

Yuan Changming

Snowing Against Season
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J. Coburn Hackett 

temple of birk

You took to the plank

with no stick,

 

and too few years,

at your back.

 

Liquid baptism can’t put

out the fire when liquid is the fire.

 

You jumped into your glass shrine

immurement no sledgehammer

 

–swung by family or otherwise – 

could ever break through.

 

Over and over,

your broken record played

 

‘til hearts turned their backs,

went home to sleep you off

 

and bone more meat

from your soul.

         

Kudos for never diluting

your truth with soda water

and a lime,
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for remaining the prized lamb,

100% distilled servitude,

from birth to glory.

 

If only you could’ve drowned

our sorrows, too.

 

We lifted you over our shoulders

enough to owe you,

 

goddamned you,

this one last time.
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We here at Blue River try to make a serious effort to let all forms of art be seen,
For this issue here on out, we will be showcasing the photographer Justin Cox.

Justin is from Birmingham, Alabama. The photos he takes are vivid, stunning, and 
bleached by the dense Southern sun. When asked why he takes photos, he said, 

“Making photographs, for me is an effort to make memories and inspirations a 
more permanent and shared experience”

When asked what he is trying to capture, he said,

“My photographs don’t follow any one specific narrative, but I guess the intent be-
hind them is the same. Capturing a vision in hopes to share a relation to the viewer 
and observer.”

You can find Justin on instagram: @sentimental_skull
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Timothy Collier

Schism

 You pin every bird to your desk

and dye its feathers red.  You work

long hours   at the lumber mill 

 try to quit cigarettes.

You fall apart into little facts:

       buzzing around your window

 the limping wind  every drop

of humidity   the trees

stretching back and away until they

 disappear. The carnal fear

of your father’s boots,   the sweet taste

of expired beer.  You fall

apart on the summer solstice

 and need to be recovered.

Your pieces don’t fit together.

 The parts of you

 above the neck, between the ears, 

inside the skull,  I hold these

parts of you.  And I say parts

 because of your condition. 
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Months ago, in Chios, I heard a woman I did not know
say aloud, “He’s abandoning himself.”
 
Waking now, I hear her still. It’s dark
in the house, and none of the lightswitches
 
does what it should. Outside, the wind
inflicts itself on tin siding, makes convex
 
the windowscreens. I’m frantic
from a dream in which you’ve already died. 
 

***
       
      The word
      illuminated
      in Tranströmer’s “Gogol”
          (not bright,
          white, gold
          or yellow)
      posits
      a source of light. With it,
      the poet paints
 
shadow.
 

***
 
In the dream I am at sea, and the water
is alive. It huddles, crowds, collects—
 

Daniel Schonning

September Dream as Elegy
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wants shelter, so makes it
of itself. The way that geese
 
break open the air, surface water
bristles against wind. Water cups its hands,
 
catches light, until everything below
is only blue, gray, black.
 
It builds a shelter of its shadow,
make rooms of its depths. 
 

 
***

 
The word
already
 
posits
your death as inevitable,
as soon.
 

***
 
Tonight, the moon is waning, but only just.
Its soft penumbra, too, wrinkles in wind,
 
as if the body lost were not invisible,
but wholly gone.
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   The distance
 
from light’s beginning to where it
rebounds, where it settles, is so great
 
I can hardly stand it. Can hardly look.
In the dream you have turned already—
 
drifted into those deepest rooms
of shadow. Your body sublimes
 
while all your dead selves
pile above. 
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In Adam’s Room (V)

Angels, with their soft
button mouths, fast-
ened—           faces like
the latticework of kitchen
windows—only want to

be. When God began naming,
everything was its own
Word.       earth; mountain; rift.

Then, Adam named—
everything knew its own
Word.       bloodworm; aspen; wind.

Then, Fall—Then, Babel—
everything turned
to most things, and then
  just a few.

   (You can tell the lingering names
   from the way they settle
   on the tongue:
     blackberry; lycatcher,
     Despair.)
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Then, the world—so full and sick
of Adam’s (after)words, it mostly lost track.

All the while, Angels know
and despair.

Then, puppet—Then, project—

       Dreams, like names, like navels,
       step outside themselves—
        step out as
        themselves.
        
       Last night I dreamed, again:
       my childhood bedroom, childhood
        self, back pressed
        to bedroom door.

Wings draw across
       the window as a hand
        over closed
        eyes.

       An angel
       is swaddling the home.
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         Apple buds
         bloom through

        cracks in the floor—
        petals unspool
like so many
         tongues,

and I see in the far corner, on a
        brittle willow chair, a gray
angel: its empty mouth
         and its manifold
         dark eyes.
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The need for a positive & conscious holding                                                                                                                                    

of oneself by hiding its strength to bolster                                                                                                                                

is becoming too much obvious that nothing                                                                                                                                         

is done right until everything, including penance,                                                                                                                                      

penitence, & compromise between waiting                                                                                                                                        

& leaving behind the walls in the streetlights                                                                                                

with nervous quickness is done away. The booby trap                                                                                      

is everywhere & I hear a gunshot & the horse bolts.                                                                                                                                        

The morning looks trouble & very stupid.                                                                                                                                         

The kitchen is momentarily confused                                                                                                                                        

in the leftover of the food that wasn’t cooked well.                                                                                                                             

The sitting room is a red half-rotten apples.                                                                                                                                     

The bedroom is a seriously wounded man.                                                                                                                                      

The fat in the mouth of children is rotting, & playing                                                                                                                                         

hide-&-seek on the compound isn’t boisterous,                                                                             

when I’m bright in a way that looks silly or ugly,                                                                     

continental plates drift, the early sun is decaying                                                                                                                                         

 & mothers sit near the charcoal seller gossiping.                                                                                                                          

The new confidante is back with her nurses                                                                                                                                           

& we need no more complex numbers,                                                                                                                                    

or your competence, or her compact disc.                                                                                                                                           

The complementary angle is always complexion.                                                                                                                        

Look at the faces of these girls, hiding their breeching                                                                                                                                        

bodies in your clothes, I keep the churlish cinch,                                                                                                                                   

I blather with a blithe ignorance of the facts,                                                                                                                                    

built in painted eyes for only chinwag,                                                                                                                                       

Jacob Kobina Ayiah Mensah

Conglomeration
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you add wattle & daub to the banking issues.                                                                                                                                       

In this waxwork that’s taken us horse-hours                                                                                                                                      

to coal tar in a vertical path, I shield your body                                                                                                                                 

with his dark body on the terrace outside.                                                                                                                                         

I’m sorry for that, still showing underneath                                                                                                                                       

the hairless flesh I’ve inherited for good.                                                                                                                                          

She comes away from my observation by                                                                                                                                           

avoiding that part for the neighbourhood.
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I am longing for you the way I have longed for key lime pie
fresh from the icebox
on sweltering days in Louisiana sunlight

like being alone in a bedroom with no one to know if you
poured the chocolate syrup straight down your throat
the sticky sweetness coating your lips
like rain from Heaven

sinful 

but not about pleasure

about understanding pain
in such a way that simple beauties become
the greatest 

there is nothing for me  here 

full of plush cushions and silk drapes
the faces of friends frozen in picture frames
nothing
except the sugar 
and the idea of you finding me on the floor of the kitchen
my fingers slick from palming ice cream from the carton
and your tongue finding them
beautiful

none of this is about you
more like the way the moon is beautiful 
that great dessert plate in the sky

Carly T. Flynn

Indulgence
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because
it so irrevocably
far away
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Life After Death

A little girl wanted to see fishies
trapped in the mesh metal keeper before cleaning time
so she wandered to the edge of the dock where 
no one was looking.

She wanted to reach her hand in the murky water 
where her broken face was staring back at her through
ripples around the wiggling fish fins.

Bent low with no life vest,
too little to know what water can do
to lungs, she fell past into the mud-stained wax water.

She didn’t know not to scream.

She didn’t dare close her eyes.

She didn’t mean for her lips to turn blue.

A little girl’s grandfather shouldn’t have to pump swamp 
filth 
from a toddler’s gut while her mother watches
drenched and still holding her breath.
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Nathaniel Vincent

Ways of not saying goodbye 

What if snow held sound?

As it melted the sound was echoed back. 

While you’re inside 

and i’m grabbing something 

from the car

I say goodbye.

The next morning

through the window

we watch my wavering voice 

coaxed out by the sun 

startle a passing deer.
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Hey sign guy

No I don’t need a mattress half off 

but I do need you to listen.

Just the other day in the woods

I found a dead man

and like any good hunter 

I cut that fucker open 

and inside I found a dead boy. 

Sign guy I can’t sleep.

No I don’t have any gold to sell. 

Wait let me start over. 

I had a dream I folded space 

That was a while back 

I can’t sleep now. 

Sign guy I can’t eat, 

Sign guy.
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If your parents break up

Dig up the front lawn and rest 

all the earth in the living room.

Turn and turn

let the water run down the stairs.

Grab your father’s gun

blame the ceiling 

and let the sun in. 

Bury everything they own 

and know nothing will grow.
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Spring Light

I

Finally, for days on end the texture

of spring light, true and clean, seamless, 

spare, plain before summer upload,

autumn rage, as silence comes on as spirit, 

breath, wind promising More, gold October glow, 

life less ordinary, even as it apprehends us,

even as, at end, like us, it burns hot and black, — 

and almost always blind.

____________________________________

II

…into the light of things.

-Wordsworth-

Even before the doves’ gutturals crack open night, 

clear the air of silence, space, starlit-blue vigils 

during the small dark hours, dawn not yet bidden

into light—absence in shadow, crook in the small 

of a back, heart breached between seasons, weathers, loves, —

begins how to be color again in wind and rain and clay, 

begins the business of spring out of black and blue.

G Timothy Gordan
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Dear Rising Wind

What news, darling, the crows might ask, because 

you’ve traveled so far. 

I smell burning,

though any forest is hundreds 

of empty miles away. 

Sometimes 

the scent of the sea surprises us all. 

Pollen and sand 

in the push 

of your hands, or incense from 

an open window three 

houses down. 

If I were a piece of paper I would give myself 

over, a thin slip 

of paper imprinted 

only with one word, bones or ash 

or Madonna 

or flight. Will you 

give yourself, the crows ask, and I do. I rise, 

the wind rises. 

Let’s hurdle 

Robert McDonald
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across rooftops, let’s French kiss

sozzled daddies 

on the bad side of town.
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It’s okay if you don’t remember how it happened.
 Neither do I. For instance, I couldn’t tell you how,

in February, I drove 4 hours south for Mardi Gras to meet you
 at the Mobile Mystics ball, or how we stayed with your boyfriend

and we both wore blue—you, rustling cobalt, draped in silk,
 and I, $30 on the sale rack from the mall, faded navy and ill

-fitting, probably too low-cut. The week before, I stole
 huge plastic gemstones from backstage at a drag show from queens

I considered friends and bedazzled the neckline myself.
 Badly. At the ball they kept falling off on the dance floor,

leaving wide blue holes in my chest. We went out
 to the veranda to watch boats shiver in the harbor

of the ink-black bay and while your boyfriend went to get us drinks
 you reached your hand into a hole and squeezed. You called me

beautiful, and it was cold. He came back and asked you to dance.
 I poured my body into strangers, filled myself back up

with other pairs of lonely hands. I drank too much
 and took my dress off in the bathroom. Sent you a picture

of the cheap gold garter advertising Carnivale on my thigh. I said,
 come help me earn my beads. You never came. By the time we left

Raye Hendrix

SOMETHING LIKE A SHIPWRECK (IN BLUE)
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nearly all of my gemstones were gone and I was open, without
 shine. That night I slept on the floor beside a trash can full of vomit

and listened through the wall as your body became a home
 for someone else’s name. So what.

So you didn’t want to marry me. I don’t even remember
 where we were when you told me. I don’t remember that

it was 3 months before, November in Bayou La Batre,
 while we walked through the pecan grove, cracking the clean

blue air with ungathered shells beneath our boots,
 and you weren’t holding my hand as you said he’d asked you

to be his girlfriend and you’d said yes, asked you
 to the Mystics Ball and you agreed, but that he had an extra ticket

and you wanted me to come. As friends, you said. Then I drove
 4 hours back to Birmingham alone. So what if I don’t remember

how before that, in bed with you in August, you asked me to go down
 on you, then asked me to come with you to Dauphin Island to meet

your family for Mobile Bay Jubilee. As friends, you said, but you hoped
 that maybe knowing me would help your parents warm up to the truth.

So I went. Your mother was kind. Your father called me charming
 and joked if you were more like me, you’d find a man. Your brother,
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seventeen and soaked in hormones, was the one who found us out.
 Your father owned a catamaran and crab traps, and when he took us sailing

to collect them your bikini-watching brother saw us risk a kiss
 behind the sail. We begged him not to tell and he agreed, but only

if we swore to buy him booze til he turned 21. I shook his hand,
 which made you smile. Seawater the color of the sky, sky streaked

white with laughing gulls in lieu of clouds, blue breeze of salt—
 how could we be afraid? The traps we gathered were a panic

of shellfish, filled with snapping shrimp and softshell crab.
 Back at the house your parents boiled them on the porch

while we lay nearby on towels. Your skin glowed golden
 while I burned. That night your mother invited friends from church.

They had a son our age, or maybe older—decent job, hair red
 like mine, and unattached. At dinner he asked for your number

and you recited it above the table while you touched my hand
 below. I was staying in the guestroom but when the island

was asleep we snuck to shore with a blanket. So what
 if I don’t remember how we hushed ourselves between tall walls

of whispering sea oats in the sand, had sex so quiet the sound
 of the ocean spilled from your throat instead of my name.
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Diana Kendig

Olfaction on Waking

Curried panko from last night’s tian,

cigarette smoke in the library book on the stand,

and crayons, paste, Camay at my grandma’s sink,

each neighborhood home’s distinctive scent,

Mom’s Chanel Number 22 going out the door,

wafting in, the babysitter’s Shalimar.

The panko’s set off this memory stream,

my kitchen, so close to my dreams.

My husband’s smell after a 5K, or real clean

just before, or a nonrace day, every day in between –

my dad’s difference, sour and sweet in old age,

almost like the herb he hates most: sage.

Not hyperosmia, not quite that, but heightened,

attuned, as though smells just smell more, I tend

to pick up on the odiferous, the perfume in the air,

the rank and the aroma, tang, bouquet, and savor.
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Kathleen Peirce teaches poetry in the MFA Program at Texas State University. Her books 
have been selected for  the William Carlos Williams Award, the Iowa Prize, and the AWP 
Award for Poetry, and granted fellowships with The National Endowment for the Arts, 
The Whiting Foundation, and the Guggenheim Foundation. Her last book, Vault, was a 
finalist for the T.S. Eliot Prize.

Bobby Rich is a writer who grew up in Kentucky and received too many degrees from the
University of Louisville. Bobby Rich is an associate editor for Juked, a co-editor for 
TRANSOM, and has previously had poetry featured in Hobart, Cartridge Lit, SleazeMag, 
and elsewhere. Bobby Rich is in your neighborhood, drinking at your local bar, hiding in 
plain sight. Bobby Rich sees you there.

Carl Boon’s debut collection of poems, Places & Names, will be published early this year 
by The Nasiona Press. His poems have appeared in Posit and The Maine Review. He re-
ceived his Ph.D. in Twentieth-Century American Literature from Ohio University in 2007, 
and currently lives in Izmir, Turkey, where he teaches courses in American culture and 
literature at Dokuz Eylül University.

Tim Gavin is an Episcopal priest, serving as the head chaplain at The Episcopal Academy, 
located in Newtown Square, Pennsylvania. Prolific Press Released his chapbook, Lyrics 
from the Central Plateau. His poems have appeared in The Anglican Theological Review, 
About Place Journal, Chiron Review, Digital Papercut, Evening Street Review, Screech 
Owl Review, HEArt On-Line Journal, The Lake, Poetry Quarterly, decomP magazinE and 
Blue Heron Review. He lives with his wife and sons in Newtown Square, Pennsylvania.

Yuan Changming  started to learn the English alphabet in Shanghai at age 19 and pub-
lished monographs on translation before leaving China. With a Canadian PhD in English, 
Yuan currently lives in Vancouver, where he edits Poetry Pacific with Allen Qing Yuan. 
Credits include ten Pushcart nominations, Best of the Best Canadian Poetry (2008-17), 
BestNewPoemsOnline and publications in 1519 other literary outlets across 43 countries.

Timothy Collier is a poet and musician from Dothan, Alabama. He received his Bachelor’s 
Degree in English Literature from Auburn University and is now a graduate student in 
Comparative Literature at Indiana University-Bloomington.

CONTRIBUTORS

Poetry
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Daniel Schonning is currently an MFA candidate at Colorado State University in Fort Col-
lins, Colorado, where he serves as an associate editor at Colorado Review. He was a finalist 
for the 2018 Indiana Review Poetry Prize. His work has appeared previously in Sycamore 
Review, Seneca Review, and elsewhere.

Jacob Kobina Ayiah Mensah is the author of The Sun of a Solid Torus, Conductor 5, Ge-
nus for L Loci and Handlebody. His individual poems have appeared in Rigorous, Beau-
tiful Cadaver Project Pittsburgh, The Meadow, Juked, North Dakota Quarterly, Cathexis 
Northwest Press, The Sandy River Review, Strata Magazine, Atlas Poetica, Modern Haiku, 
etc. He is algebraist and artist and lives in the southern part of Ghana, Spain, and Turtle 
Mountains, North Dakota.

Carly T. Flynn is a Pacific University MFA graduate whose poetry has appeared in Ponder 
Review, Borderlands: Texas Poetry Review, Cagibi Journal, Down to the Dark River: An-
thology of Poems About the Mississippi River, and Manchac Review. Flynn also has work 
soon to be published with Louisiana Literature and Ever Eden. She is the founder and 
director of a creative writing group for teens in her area with whom compiles and edits 
the group’s literary journal, Pulse.  She lives with her family just outside of New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

Nathaniel Vincent currently lives in Colorado and it’s really beautiful there. He should get 
out more and hopes you enjoyed his writing.

Gordon’s book, DREAM WIND, will be published Spring 2019. His work has appeared 
in AGNI, American Literary Review, Cincinnati Review, Kansas Quarterly, Louisville 
Review, Mississippi Review, New York Quarterly, Phoebe, Rhino, Sonora Review, Texas 
Observer, among others. EVERYTHING SPEAKING CHINESE received RiverStone Press 
Poetry Prize. Recognitions include NEA & NEH Fellowships and nominations for Push-
carts and NEA Western States’ Book Awards. He divides professional and personal lives 
among Asia, the Southwest, and Maine.

Raye Hendrix is a poet from Alabama. Raye is the Online Editor for Bat City Review and 
earned her MFA from the University of Texas at Austin, where she was the 2019 winner of 
both the Keene Prize for Literature and the Michael Adams Thesis Prize in Poetry, selected 
by Robyn Schiff. Raye is also the winner of the Patricia Aakhus Award (Southern Indiana 
Review, 2019) and her work has been featured on Poetry Daily and Glass: Poets Resist. 
Raye’s poems appear or will appear in Poetry Northwest, The Chattahoochee Review, The 
Pinch, Cherry Tree, Shenandoah, Passages North, and elsewhere. She will begin working 
on her PhD in Contemporary American Poetry & Poetics and Queer/Crip Theory at the 
University of Oregon in the fall.

Diane Kendig’s five poetry collections include her latest, Prison Terms. She recently 
co-edited the anthology, In the Company of Russell Atkins. A recipient of two Ohio Arts 
Council Fellowships in Poetry and other awards, she has published poetry and prose in 
journals such as J Journal, Under the Sun, and Blueline. She lives in Canton, Ohio and 
curates the Cuyahoga County website, “Read + Write: 30 Days of Poetry,” now in its sixth 
year.
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Dominic Blewett was born in the UK and now lives in Berlin, where he makes a living as a 
photographer. His short stories have appeared or are upcoming in Existere Journal of Arts 
& Literature, Skive Magazine, Icebox Journal, and the Berkeley Fiction Review, among 
others. Dominic is currently working on a novel.

Fiction


